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great pets!” Whether you like taking dogs on trail hikes, engaging them in flyball, or swimming in
lakes with them, many dogs enjoy camping with their owners. However, camping also presents
unique safety concerns for dogs. To ensure safety, you should ensure your dog is comfortable and
healthy before you head to camp. If you plan on camping with your dog, it’s a great way to bond,
exercise, and become a better leader for your dog. However, you also need to prepare for the
potential risks if you aren’t careful about the rules and regulations for carrying a dog in your vehicle.
Keep reading to learn the main concerns when camping with your dog in the back of your vehicle.
Dog Leg Length & Size The first step in preparing to camp with your dog is ensuring your dog can fit
in your vehicle. Dogs must not exceed 30 inches in length, or 16 inches when sitting up. The ideal
height for a dog in the back of a vehicle is 8 to 14 inches. Be sure to check if the vehicle is
configured to hold a dog using the rear door ramps, cargo area, or the dog cages in the back. While
you may want to put your dog in the back of the vehicle in the interest of convenience, it can create
another set of risks by not allowing them enough room to stretch their legs. You should also consider
the size of the dog when adjusting the seats to accommodate them. Heat Build Up
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Field of the Invention The
invention concerns a
method and a device for
opening and closing the
free end of an open-pore
cardboard sheet with
which the first blank is
moved to be peeled off
from the second blank. 2.
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Description of the Prior Art
In known devices for
opening and closing the
free end of a blank with
which the first blank is to
be peeled off from the
second blank, the free end
of the first blank is closed
at a clamping device using
rotating cutting tools. With
these known devices, the
first blank, having a
diameter smaller than that
of the second blank, is
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clamped such that the
marginal edge of the free
end of the first blank
remains loose over the
surface of the second
blank. The marginal edge
of the free end of the first
blank lies in the open free
end of the second blank,
so that it constitutes a
reopening edge. This
reopening edge is lifted by
the cutting tools, which
are usually made of a
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highly wear resistant
material, and the first
blank is peeled away from
the second blank. For this
purpose, the cutting tools
and the open end of the
second blank are disposed
on a rotary table and each
are guided into contact
with the second blank. The
rotary table is mounted on
a common shaft which
also carries the cutting
tools and a second table
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on which the first blank to
be peeled off from the
second blank is held. To
remove the first blank, the
previously cut second
blank is moved back
slightly along the shaft so
that the first blank is lifted
off the second blank.
Subsequently, the first
blank and the second
blank are moved in the
opposite direction along
the shaft until both are
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again in contact with one
another so that the first
blank is closed over the
second blank. This makes
it possible for the first
blank to be opened to the
extent to which it is to be
used to form a folded
cardboard sheet. In known
devices, it is expedient to
cut the second blank into
a reopening edge in
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